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Questions 

•  How many of you are Wikipedia editors 
(2001-2012)? (show of hands) 

•  How many of you have engaged with a 
new editor in the past week? 

•  How many could use some help? 
     (e.g., patrolling, proofing, research, etc.) 

•  Individual stories? 
 



 

Engaging 

1K Editors 



Editor milestones 

5 or 6 editors make their 1,000th edit to articles in English 
Wikipedia each day.  
 
On April 5, 2012, we began awarding barnstars to these 
editors for their contributions using WikiLove.  
 
 

Then we began looking at trends for these 1k editors.!
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Why 1k editors? 

•  It is a significant contribution to the encyclopedia, and 
therefore inherently praiseworthy 

•  It is a milestone unlikely to be reached by vandals, 
spammers, or other overtly disruptive editors 

•  It suggests a highly active Wikipedian in the making 

We chose the 1,000 edit milestone with the rationale that:"
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Compared against the Editor Motivations Study from 2010, 
the very active editors we are attracting today are quite similar 
to those we attracted in 2006-2007. With one major exception: 
 

 
These editors do not feel that they are part of a larger 

community with shared goals and values. 
 
 

1k editor motivations 
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Missed opportunity 
 
• Some 1k editors don’t have talk pages; others don’t use them 
 
• They don’t necessarily know about the existence or location of 
Policy pages 
 
• They don’t necessarily know what a barnstar (or WikiLove) is -- 
they’re used to getting deletion notices 
 
• Not focused on discussion or arguments or gaining consensus 
 
• They don’t necessarily know about the Village Pump 
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Are these the editors we want to retain? 

91% good, 5% disruptive, and 4% automated account 
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Why does this affect you? 

•  These editors can potentially help YOU out 

•  These editors could take on admin work 

•  These editors could maintain bots 

•  These editors could craft better policy 

•  These editors could triage new articles 

•  These editors could create WikiProjects 

•  These editors could write new articles 

•  These editors could mentor newbies 
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Roadmap 



Engagement Funnel 

Readers 

New accounts 

                  New editors (10+ lifetime edits ) 

            Active editors (5+ edits/mo.) 

         Very active editors (100+) 

1,000+ editors 

Admins 

~ 350M 

~ 150k 

~ 8k 

~ 35k 

~ 3.5k  

~250 

~ 1.5k  

 
 

En-Wiki / Month 



Product goals 

  
•  Better tools for experienced editors  

•  “On-ramps" for readers and new editors. 
  



Engagement Stages 

Examples of editor engagement projects planned or targeted for 2012 and 2013. 

Learn more: Wikipedia:Editor_Engagement 



Roadmap 

•   feedback (article feedback + moodbar) 

•   new pages (new pages feed + article creation) 

•   notifications (echo, service-to-user) 

•   messaging (flow, user-to-user) 
 

 
 
 
•   profile (info box + identity + reputation) 

•   affiliations (projects + groups) 

•   sharing (social networks) 

2012 (in development) 

Next 



Examples 



Feedback Form SCREENSHOT 



SCREENSHOT 

Editor’s View 



SCREENSHOT 

Moodbar 



SCREENSHOT 



SCREENSHOT 



Article Creation Workflow 
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Final questions 

1.  Will a more intuitive UI encourage editors to edit more? 
"

2.  Will simplifying editing tools help engage non-technical editors? 
"

3.  If we surface activities like WikiProjects, competitions, and meet-ups, will more users join in? 
"

4.  If we improve the content and delivery of vandalism and deletion warnings, will more newbies 
attempt (and succeed) at fixing their mistakes? 
"

5.  Will making the environment more gracious and hospitable encourage editors to stick around? 
"

6.  Will providing more peer support tools help retain new editors? 
"

7.  Will simplifying policy decrease frustration with the editing process? 
"

8.  Will providing tools and functionality similar to other major websites keep editors engaged?"
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Contact info 
User: howief  
Howie Fung, Director of Product Development 
hfung@wikimedia.org; @howiewiki 
 
User: Fabrice Florin 
Fabrice Florin, Product Manager, Editor Engagement Tools (E2) 
fflorin@; @fabriceflorin 
 
User: Karyn Gladstone (WMF) 
Karyn Gladstone, Director of Community Operations + Experiments (E3) 
kgladstone@, @thekaryn 
 
User: Jorm (WMF) 
Brandon Harris, Senior Designer 
bharris@; @jorm 
 
User: Okeyes (WMF) 
Oliver Keyes, Community Liaison, Product Development 
okeyes@;  
 
 
Visit the Editor Engagement Hub 
Wikipedia:Editor_Engagement 
 


